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Executive Summary 

This week we kept it very simple and basic. Therefore the executive summary will be short and sweet as well. Namely, 

we looked at price charts only. We analyzed the S&P500, INDU, NASDAQ and RUSSEL2000 daily and weekly charts. 

These four indices provide a brought enough scope (RUT is small caps: risk-on, INDU is broad-based) to assess the 

overall state of the market. 

We find that  

 The S&P500 should find a bottom in the SPX2080-2060 region with an ideal target of SP2075-2065. 

 The NASDAQ should find a bottom in the $5000+/-50 region 

 The DOW should find a bottom in the $17750-$17650 region 

 The RUT should find a bottom in the $1160-1150 region 

Our 34-day trading interval is set for November 9 on the DOW, right after the US Presidential Election Day. 

Coincidental? 
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Elliot Wave Update 

Last week, and since many weeks passed, we were looking for a bottom in the SPX2140-2100 zone for intermediate 

ii. However, this week the S&P500 dropped below that zone and appears now to be targeting SPX2080-2065 

depending on if all of wave 4 is in and how much wave 5 will extend. Anticipate, monitor, and adjust. Please note 

that orange (micro) wave 4 can still extend and even target as high as SPX2110-2115, but at this point we find it less 

likely. In addition, the green (minor) wave-c extensions target SPX2076-2060. Hence, we have a good cluster of prices 

for a low in this area. Note all of these extensions are text-book; nothing out of the ordinary.  

Figure 1. SPX hourly charts. Decline continues. Friday’s rip and dip was most likely the 4th wave we were looking for. 

 

The mere fact that we anticipated this decline already weeks ago tells us nothing out of the ordinary is happening; 

regardless of the US presidential elections. Many market pundits and the media will try to convince us the US 

presidential elections is what drives the market. We beg to differ, and as you know we follow price and price only, 

as the answer is always in the price charts. Not on CNBC, not in the Wall Street Journal, not on Marketwatch, etc.  

To put it differently, the “Why?” really doesn’t matter in the market and in trading. It’s a futile excersize to try to 

answer that question and even knowing its answer while being on the wrong side of the trade doesn’t do us any 

good anyway. So why bother? We need to ask ourselves: do we really need to know the why? No we absolutely 

don’t need to know it. We better spend our energy on price targets. This is a numbers game and he/she who 

understands the numbers wins the game more often than not.  
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Market update 

The daily TI chart of the S&P500 shows price is now more oversold than it was in January of this year (Red horizontal 

line). Price found support at the 200d SMA, but may want to target the 61.8% retrace at SPX2067. This fits with the 

5=1 extension target of SPX2064 shown in the hourly chart. A 62% retrace is very common for a 2nd wave; nothing 

out of the ordinary here. All TIs are still pointing down, albeit extremly oversold, and the MFI14 is now well within 

“buy zone” territory. Price opened and closed entirely outside its lower Bollinger Band and may now want to move 

inside. 

Figure 2. SPX daily TI chart: Several recent positive divergences disappeared. Support at SPX2115-2105 
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The weekly S&P500 line chart shows that support at SPX2100 is clearly broken, on a closing basis, and price may 

want to see out the next support level at SPX2085-2070 (red circle: green line and 50w/100w SMA which coincide). 

Note the RSI5 is now as oversold as during the last 3 major correction (October 2014, August 2015, and January 

2016). All three corrections led to significant rallies in the following weeks and in two cases new ATHs were made. 

Hence, odds tell us to be prepared: forewarned is forearmed. 

Figure 3. SPX weekly TI chart: closed below SPX2100, next support at SPX2085-2070. 
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Looking across indices helps us better understand the market and here we will go over the NASDAQ, DOW and 

RUT. The first shows price has entered our target zone of $5050-$5000, as mentioned in last week’s Wednesday 

update. Nothing out of the ordinary here either. Also here the RSI5 is now extremely oversold, wanting to see at 

least a bounce, but better support is at 5000, 4960 and the lower black trend line. 

Figure 4: Daily COMPQ: Support at 5000-4950 
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The weekly NASDAQ chart shows price found support at the upper black trend line, but may want to test the $5000 

level; in line with the daily chart. The TIs are getting oversold, but may want to first go deeper into OS level to better 

allow for the next rally setup; i.e. the lower it goes, the higher it can go. 

Figure 5: Weekly COMPQ. Price right at support. 
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The daily DOW chart shows price is not yet at the c=a target ($17,750) and will therefore most likely continue to 

drop to get there, which is also right where the 200d SMA resides. Note; that’s another 0.78% decline; which 

translates to SPX2068: right in line with our aforementioned targets. All TIs are very oversold and the MFI14 is deep 

into its “buy zone” 

Figure 6. DOW daily chart: c=a targets $17,750 
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The weekly DOW chart shows support at its 50w SMA ($17,650) and TIs that have become very oversold, with the 

RSI5 now at levels that in this bull has led to rallies sooner than later. OBV shows no negative divergence suggesting 

the long term trend remains up. 

Figure 7. DOW weekly chart: 50w SMA is at $17,650 
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Lastly the small caps: these will need to start to rally first to show us a renewed “Risk On” profile in the market. On 

Friday they were the only index to close green, and as such may very well starting to show us that. But, right now 

the RUT is at the lower end of support and may also here want to seek out the 62% retrace at $1150, which is also 

where its 200d SMA resides. In addition, so far red (intermediate) wave ii has reached the prior green (minor) wave 

1 high (of intermediate i). Per EWT this is very normal for a 2nd wave at one higher degree to do. Hence, nothing out 

of the ordinary here either. All TIs are extremely oversold, and can sustain a substantial rally from here. 

 

Figure 8. Daily RUSSEL2000: Price right at lower end of support zone. 62% retrace at $1150. 
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Our easy to understand 34-day trading interval & simple trend line chart shows the November 10 turn date (+/- 3 

trading days) is coming up quick. For the DOW this will be a day earlier. Yes, right after the US presidential Election 

Day…. The solid red trendline as well as the blue horizontal S/R zones show there’s good support at SPX2080-2070. 

This is in line with the weekly, daily, and hourly charts. 

Figure 9.Turn date November 10 (November 9 on DOW) and support at SPX2075 

 

 

 

Bottom line: from the hourly to the daily to the weekly charts, from the short term to the long term, we can 

deduct there is support at the SPX2080 2065 zone. Based on this, wave count, etc we expect the S&P500 to 

bottom in this zone (SOON) before heading higher. 
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2016 Bradley Turn Dates for the S&P 500 

January 5 (0/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

February 1 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

February 3 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

February 6 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 11 (52/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 10 (36/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

May 11 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 25 (100/100 Long Terms Power) 

June 1 (49/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

June 4 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

July 1 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

July 5 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

July 5 (51/100 Middle Terms Power) 

August 5 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

August 8 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

September 28 (32/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

October 19 (42/100 Middle Terms Power) 

November 26 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

November 28 (86/100 Long Terms Power) 

November 29 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

December 28 (50/100 Middle Terms Power) 
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